
Tom�'� Win� Cellar Men�
34 Sergo Kldiashvili St, Kutaisi, Georgia

+995555445140 - https://www.facebook.com/TomasWineCellar/

Here you can find the menu of Toma's Wine Cellar in Kutaisi. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Людмила Ludmila likes about Toma's Wine

Cellar:
An interesting establishment, a family restaurant, is open only from 3 p.m. There is no menu. They serve what

they have prepared) interesting format) come) Service: Dine in Meal type: Dinner Food: 5 Service: 5
Atmosphere: 5 read more. You can use the WLAN of the restaurant free of charge. What Paschalis

Charalambous doesn't like about Toma's Wine Cellar:
At the beginning it looked like we found a secret gem inside the chaos of Kutaisi! Thomas was so welcoming and

looked so promising!! BUT! As the concept supposed to be trying traditional and home made food we trying a
selection of 2 cheeses a traditional cucumber and tomato salad marinated with local wine and vinegars another 2

cold plates yes with a lot of taste and 2 hot plates one with chicken and another one with... read more. Toma's
Wine Cellar from Kutaisi is a suitable bar to a cocktail after work, and hang out with friends, this sports bar is a

favourite among the customers, who enjoy not only the fantastic food and drinks, but also the opportunity to
watch the latest games or races on the big TV.
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Salad�
TOMATO SALAD

Alcoholi� Drink�
WHITE WINE

P�z�
CHACHA

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Vin�
VINO DE LA CASA

Sweet� & Dessert�
APPLE PIE

Dandana� Special�
MOMBAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

SOUP

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

SAUSAGE

CUCUMBER
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Opening Hours:
Monday 15:00-23:00
Wednesday 15:00-23:00
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